Can I touch you on-line?
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Abstract
This paper introduces art and research on disrupted,
touch in networked environments in which realities
merge. Aesthetic sensory disruption and haptic
distribution are purposefully designed for reflection, in
a new type of ‘dialogue space’. The effects of embodied
cognition, with respect to trust and experience, are
explored in Artistic Social Labs (ASLs) designed to this
purpose. Two ASLs are described in this paper.
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Can I Trust my Touch?
This paper focuses on the design of shared expression
of reflection on networked touch. Shared expression of
reflection, on networked touch and sensory embodiment, is fundamental to the social construction, of what
can be called ‘post-human embodied cognition and
relations’, as well as for future affective communication design and mirror-processes. (Butler, J. (1990).
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Introduction
Touch, to Reflect on Trust
Today, interfaces for digital touch and haptic mirrorprocesses increasingly shape affective communication,
social cohesion, well-being, agency and trust. Such
interfaces merge various biofeedback processes
simultaneously in on- and offline realities. Experiences
of sensory connecting are disrupted and extended in
time and space.
In these ‘merging realities’, people are no longer the
centre of their own mirror processes. Instead, they
meet each other with data as co-actors, while merging
with technologies. What yet unfamiliar and imaginary
awareness of touch and sensory embodiment emerges
from such distributed mirror-processes?
This art and research focus on the design of interfaces,
with which to explore the experience of sensory
disruption in merging realities, with shared expression
of reflection.

To this purpose, ‘Artistic Social Labs’ (ASL) are
designed with an international team and partners,
presented and explored in multiple international art
settings. An innovative, distributed haptic interface
design for mirror experiences is explored, in particular
in relation to embodied knowledge of co-located
intimate touch.
This paper describes 2 ASLs that explore shared
experience of mirroring and reflection through
touching, between participants, and observers; in
multi-modal orchestrations, in different contexts,
as art and as scientific research.
Artist Motivation
Feeling Touched to Trust
Although networked media extend our bodies in time
and space, experiences of touch are disrupted. In the
ASLs, reflection on touch is designed based on
aesthetic principles of sensory disruption
(Kwastek, K. (2013). Sensory experiences of seeing
and touching are connected in a new, distributed
synthesis. Familiar relations between ‘who you see,
who you touch and who is being touched’ are reorchestrated: participants touch themselves to feel
touched, while connecting with others on a screen.
The participants’ slow, caressing gestures are mirrored
on the public screen, intertwined with an intimate sense
of being touched (by themselves). The slow act of
caressing allows participants to concentrate on touch,
as a haptic experience and as a movement, for intimate
self-exploration in relation to technology.
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In public spaces, this intimate caressing gesture is
staged. Participants share their intimate gestures with
strangers. Acts of caressing socially inform an interplay
between participants, observers and a virtual
personaon screen. All members of the public are invited
as co-researchers, to participate in a new type of
‘dialogue space’. They share expression of reflection
based on embodied cognition and on tacit knowledge.
Each interface has been designed to support collective
reflection, through re-orchestration of social, technical
and spatial interaction. They facilitate people to connect
in tangible and virtual realities simultaneously.
ASL 1: Tele_Trust
Sub-question: ‘Can reflection be orchestrated
on touching, for people to mirror their tangible, physical
presence in a digital network?’
A full body covering, artificial synaesthetic skin
interface is designed. This DataVeil is One size fits All
and Gender Neutral. Its’ visual design is based on a
monk's habit, a burqa and Darth Vader.
In the Veil’s smart fabric, flexible touch sensors are
woven, to transform the wearer's body into an intuitive,
tangible interface.

A host invites participants to wear the Dataveils.
By caressing their data-veiled bodies interwoven with
touch sensors, DataVeil wearers can connect to the
smartphones of surrounding public.
Observers around can download the Tele_Trust app.
When they caress their smart phone screens, they
connect to the Dataveil wearers. Firstly, they ‘unveil’
the faces of DataVeil wearers on their screens.
Secondly, they read a question: ‘Do I need to see your
eyes to trust you?’. They are invited to use their
phones for a spoken statement to the DataVeils.
Through caressing their veiled bodies, DataVeil wearers
listen to these statements, audible through their headsets. Simultaneously, the statements become visible on
a large screen in the urban space, for all to see.
ASL 2: Saving Face
Sub-question: ‘Can reciprocal human touch
be part of a networked reflection design?’
For this ASL, an open source, innovative multimodal,
system of face recognition-, face merging- and
generative database technologies has been designed
and developed. The technical interface consists of an
interactive, aluminum sculpture with a camera,
connected to an urban screen.
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Lancel/Maat presented the ASLs n various public spaces
internationally, in different cultural contexts, including:
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Participants are invited to caress their faces, in front of
the camera and in this way to create their portrait on
the screen. On the screen, their portraits first
appear and then slowly merge with the portraits of
previous visitors. Participants can then choose to save
their portraits and merge them with the portraits of
previous participants. Every merged portrait, or ‘Virtual
Persona’, is saved in a generative database. Each
new face-caressing gesture supports further merging
over time. Communally, participants and observers
perform in a ritualized production, which is described
by Lancel/Maat as: ‘Caress to Mirror and Merge’.

Current and Future research
Our research shows, that shared expression of
reflection and dialogue, on distributed touch as a new
form of touch perception, is possible.
In the near future, industrial developments will provide
new multimodal touch technologies, based on
bio-feedback, such as Skin Sensors and Brain Computer
Interfaces (BCI). These technologies will lead to new
forms of distributed touch perception.
Further research is explored by the authors, to
understand future forms of distributed sensory
embodiment and touch.
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